Hearing tHe Heavenly SympHony: an overview of Hildegard'S muSical oeuvre witH caSe StudieS tova leigh-choate, william t. flynn, and margot e. fassler
this chapter introduces the musical dimensions of Hildegard's visionary experiences and the works that emerged from them. Hildegard herself claimed that music-the heavenly symphonia-was an integral part of "what she saw and heard."1 By any standards, medieval or modern, the anchoress-turned-abbess composed a remarkable body of songs, many of whose texts are embedded within her visionary treatises and other works, in addition to their melodic settings in surviving manuscripts. from the song texts in the final vision of Scivias to the collected works notated in the riesenkodex, Hildegard's songs cannot be separated from her oeuvre as a whole or from the Benedictine and other ecclesiastical circles in which she moved.
we begin with two overviews to provide a framework for discussing Hildegard's music. the first is a critical overview of scholarship concerning Hildegard's collection of liturgical songs, the Symphonia armonie celestium revelationum, and her music drama Ordo uirtutum, including a summary of the manuscripts. the second discusses the chronology of the works themselves and describes their possible layers of development. we then offer analytical case studies of what seem to be Hildegard's earliest musical compositions: the Scivias songs, represented by the song (Nam) O vos angeli, and the Ordo.
An Overview of the Scholarly Literature: Editions and Translations
Some of the most influential scholarly works are the several editions of Hildegard's chants and her music drama, both for the texts and music they provide scholars and performers, and for their translations, commentaries, the sources for the Symphonia and the Ordo differ to a degree. although at least four 12th-or early 13th-century neumed versions of the Symphonia existed, three of which certainly contained the Ordo, only two survive: the riesenkodex, which contains both the Symphonia and the Ordo; and the fragmentary dendermonde codex (hereafter dendermonde), which contains 57 songs but lacks the Ordo and the remaining songs (more on these sources below). the two other collections known to have contained the songs and the drama are vienna, Österreichische nationalbibliothek 721 (lost c.1800), and the manuscript from which Johannes trithemius, abbot of Sponheim, had a fully neumed copy of the Ordo produced in the 15th century, london, British library. add. ms. 15102. Several stray copies of songs are found elsewhere, mostly unnotated. the textual tradition of Hildegard's music also includes her first theological treatise, Scivias; Hildegard incorporated a group of song texts (which we call the Scivias songs) and a version of the drama into the final vision of its third and last book. in addition, a liturgical miscellany found in the riesenkodex contains 30 of her song texts. these texts comprise a textual authority independent from the songs as notated in the two music fascicles of the manuscript.
Hildegard's complete musical works were first edited by pudentiana Barth, immaculata ritscher, and Joseph Schmidt-görg.4 the editors transcribed the Symphonia and Ordo into square chant notation with classicized spellings, following dendermonde for its 57 songs, then copying the remainder from the riesenkodex. like those who followed them, they depended on the edition and german translation of the Ordo by maura
